
Before the DSC-200,
people were a little nervous about doing

their own speech R&D.

Not long ago, the mere thought of
setting up or upgrading a speech lab caused
hands to tremble and lips to quiver. For
good reason, considering the specialized
equipment needed to develop new speech
technology products.

But that was before the DSC-200 Audio
Data Conversion System—the only complete
peripheral system that provides accurate,
convenient and versatile input and output of
audio data.

All you do is hook it up to your VAX or
PDP-11 computer and standard audio
equipment—and you're ready to concen-
trate on your applications. You don't have to
worry about first developing an effective
audio I/O tool.

FEATURES AND SPECS
Faster and improved
productivity
Proven reliability & support
Convenient and ready to use
90 dB dynamic range/SNR
Single or multi-user

Half/full duplex,
monaural/stereo
Programmable sample rate
Field-expandable
RECORD/LISTEN software
UNIBUS and audio interfaces

The DSC-200 has calmed nerves in
leading speech centers worldwide. It inte-
grates 16-bit A/D and D/A converters, low-
pass filters, audio amplifiers, a data-
chaining DMA computer interface, and
remote audio consoles in a modular, low-
noise and low-distortion system architec-
ture. The result? An audio input/output
system without parallel.
Add to that the DSC-200's complete docu-
mentation and support, simple installation
and maintenance, and you'll see why DSC-
200 users are very, very relaxed people.

Join them. Call us at Digital Sound
Corporation and let us
tell you the whole
soothing story.
VAX, Urabus and POP-11 are
trademarks 01 Digital
Equipment Corporation.

Digital Sound
Corporation

2030 Alameda Padre Serra
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805)569-0700
Telex: 658340 Intertel SNC
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MILLGRANT WELLS LIMITED

REAL TIME ELECTRO-PALATOGRAPH

The Model EPG.2 electro-palatograph is a device that uses an artificial palate
applied to the hard palate to detect and display the dynamic motions of the tongue.

MAIN APPLICATIONS:

Training of persons with articulation
handicaps.

- due to auditory & other sensory deficits.
- due to motor co-ordination problems.
- functional articulation difficulties.

- structural abnormalities
eg.CLEFT PALATE.

2. Basic phonetic research into lingual
articulatory motions & configurations.

3. Foreign language training.

FEATURES:
-Computer interface IBM/COMMODORE.

-Hardcopy palatograms provide patterns
of contact between tongue and hard palate
during speech.

-Palatograms can be filed and stored.

-Equipment design ensures complete
safety with input & output totally isolated.

-Multichannel A/D facility enables
palatograms to be correlated with other
speech data. eg. from LARYNGOGRAPH,
PNEUMOTACH etc..

Developed and designed in the Speech Research Laboratory
at the UNIVERSITY OF READING. For further details apply to:

MILLGRANT WELLS LIMITED
(P.O. BOX 3), 7 STANLEY ROAD, RUGBY CV21 3UF, ENGLAND
Tel: (0788) 61185 Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G Fax: 0788 60478
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LARYNGOGRAPH LTD
Accurate Measurement

and
Interactive Voice Training

Equipment for non-invasive monitoring, micro-computer
analysis and display of vocal fold vibration and fundamental

frequency.

FEATURES

* Laryngograph and speech waveforms

* Intonation - Fundamental frequency contours

* Histograms, scatter plots and statistics

APPLICATIONS

* Fundamental speech and singing research

* Demonstration tool in the phonetics laboratory

* Analysis and monitoring of voice disorder

* Rehabilitative work with the speech and hearing
impaired

* Teaching the unfamiliar contrasts of a foreign
language

* Studies involving gross larynx movements
e.g. swallowing

* Extremely accurate control for stroboscopic
examination of the larynx during phonation

For details, publications list and prices, contact us at:

1 Foundry Mews
Tolmers Square

London NW1 2PE
Tel. 01-387 7793
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Publications of the
International Phonetic Association

We are revising the list of publications available from the
International Phonetic Association. The new listing will include in
addition information on tapes and cassettes available from the
Association, and will be printed in the next regular issue of the
Journal (17: 2 ). Meanwhile, readers who wish to purchase any of
the Association's publications should contact the Secretary for
information.

Back issues of Le Maftre Phonetique ( 1886-1914 ; 1923-1970 )
may be obtained from Swets & Zeitlinger B.V., Backsets Department,
Heereweg 347b, 2160 SZ Lisse, Netherlands, to whom enquiries
should be sent.
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Qamujil
CONTINUED LEADERSHIP IN MEETING

WORLDWIDE DEMANDS FOR CUSTOM
APPLICATION PRINTWHEELSAND

TYPEWRITER ELEMENTS REMAINS
UNCHALLENGED.

FOR YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
YOU NEED ONLYTURNTO:-

Camwil Inc.
87S Waimanu Street Su:te 600
Honolulu Hi 96811 L S A
8O8iJ3-bOil Telex 74 l-044iCAMWL
8OO'J67-i675

Camwil Communications Ltd.
The Old Mill Mill lane
Gidalrr jn^ Surrev CU7 1EY England
04868 4611 2 7efe«. 859421 CAMLUK C

Printed in England by Stephen Austin/Hertford
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Journal of the International Phonetic Association

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Policy .— The Journal of the International Phonetic Association (formerly

entitled Le Maitre Phonetique), is concerned with all aspects of the theory,

description and use of phonetics and phonology. Contributions are subject to

review, and to the Editor's final decision as to publication. The official language of

the Journal is English, though contributions in other languages of wide currency

will be published as the Editor thinks fit.

Style .— Contributors are encouraged to submit their text, if possible, on

Macintosh floppy disc (800Kb or 400Kb). In future the Journal will be set using

MacAuthor, which is compatible with MacWrite, but not with Microsoft Word.

Documents formatted in Word should be transfered in Text Only form. In other

circumstances, contributions should be submitted in typewritten form, in double

spacing with wide margins, on one side of the sheet only, on quarto or A4 paper.

The style conventions of the Journal should be followed wherever possible, and

the Editor reserves the right to alter contributions so that they conform to house

style. Footnotes should be avoided as far as possible; where essential they should

be indicated in superscript consecutively throughout the text, and collected as a

separate sheet at the end of the manuscript. References are to be made IN THE TEXT

by giving in parentheses the name of the author and the year of publication, and

where relevant the page(s) refered to: e.g. '...(Jones (1963: 452-3))....'. All works

refered to should be listed at the end of the article, following the conventions used

in this number of the Journal. Phonetic transcriptions should make use of the

symbols and conventions of the Association's alphabet. The set of phonetic

symbols used in the Journal is available as IPA Plus from UCLA Phonetics

Laboratory, free of charge except for the media cost. Phonemic symbols should be

enclosed in slants, but allophonic or general-phonetic symbols in square brackets,

e.g. / tel / , [ m ] , [ m ] . Figures should be drawn to a standard which will allow

them to be reproduced clearly in photo-reduction.

Proofs and offprints .— Two copies of proofs will be sent to the author (or their

nominee), who will be expected to correct them and return them to the Editor, by

airmail where appropriate, within ten days of receipt. Upon publication, twenty five

copies of a contribution will be supplied to the author free of charge; further offprints

may be purchased at cost.
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